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Introduction

• What is firestop and why it is especially important when designing cable runs in 
critical facilities? 

• How can firestop affect:
– Spread of airborne disease in a hospital?
– Server contamination from dust during cabling changes?

• What do designers need to understand?

• To answer these questions we must first understand some basics…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I stated, we will address the basics of firestopping to ensure all educated on the need and purpose as well as minimum code requirements.  However, beyond firestopping, this presentation will focus on other critical topics.  Through Hilti’s relationships with national and global building owners, we have developed a better understanding of their overall key needs & concerns.For example:What effect does airflow have on…- data center cooling costs and energy efficiency?- spread of airborne disease in a hospital?- patient privacy as a result of noise?- dust control during renovations? So, can the choice or specification of firestopping method affect a building’s performance beyond basic fire protection requirements?What do engineers or consultants need to understand when designing cable pathways in critical facilities?During this presentation we will discuss these questions, however, we must first understand the basics …. what  is firestop, why it is needed, and how proper system selection can affect the performance of critical facilities.



Fire Statistics
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 In average, 3,8 million fires occur per year 
worldwide
Source: CTIF (International Association of Fire and Rescue Service), Report n. 21 
- World Fire Statistics 2016. 

 In average, 45,4 thousand deaths occur per year 
worldwide due to fires
Source: CTIF (International Association of Fire and Rescue Service), Report n. 21 
- World Fire Statistics 2016. 

 3/4 of fire deaths are caused by smoke
Source: Hall, Jr. John R. NFPA Fire Analysis & Research, Quincy, MA. “Burns, 
Toxic Gases and other Hazards”.

 57% of fire deaths are not in the room of the fire’s 
origin
Source: NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, 18th Ed..

 47% of survivors caught in a fire could not see 
more than 3,5 meters
Source: NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, 18th Ed. . 



7908 $/min

Sources:
Research published by Ponemon institute in Dec 2013
John R Hall report – Issues Mar 2012
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Report  

Most non-home electronic equipment room fires 
(78%) begin with electronic equipment

Why passive fire protection is so important in data 
centers?
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Presentation Notes
Companies lose an average of 7908 $ per minute when their data centers go down, according to a research published by Ponemon institute in Dec 2013. This data is not about only fire loss damage. This constitutes entire range of reasons in which fire loss is one of the key factors.NFPA research on such losses highlights that 78% of the times this happens due to reasons occurring from electronic equipment.



A nearly-complete data center was on fire for 8 hours.

It was comprised of seven levels, three above and four below ground, 
where the fire started. 

Around 300 workers were on site. 5 men died. 50 people were 
injured.
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More recent in July 2018



Why Smoke & Fire are key concerns?
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3/4 of all fire deaths are caused by smoke inhalation

Approx. 57% of people killed in fires are not in the room of the 
fire’s origin

47% of survivors caught in a fire could not see more than 3.5m

Smoke travels 0.6 - 2.2m per second under fire conditions
Sources:
Hall, Jr. John R. NFPA Fire Analysis & Research, Quincy, MA. “Burns, Toxic Gases, and other Hazards”.
NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, 18th Ed. Table 8-1P.  Pg. 8-17
NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, 18th Ed. Table 1-1P.  Pg.1-15.
Estimate based upon ceiling jet velocity calculations for typical ceiling heights and heat release rates. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some more statistics just to confirm the reality of fire & smoke risk:3/4 of all fire deaths are caused by smoke inhalation.         Source: Hall, Jr. John R. NFPA Fire Analysis & Research, Quincy, MA. “Burns, Toxic Gases, and other Hazards”.   Approximately 57% of people killed in fires are not in the room      of the fire’s origin.         Source: NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, 18th Ed. Table 1-1P.  Pg. 1-15.   When it comes to visibility - 47% of survivors caught in a fire have said they could not see more than 12 feet.           Source: NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, 18th Ed. Table 8-1P.  Pg. 8-17.   Finally, the reason for these staggering statistics?  Smoke can travel 120-420 feet per minute under fire conditions.          Source: Estimate based upon ceiling jet velocity calculations for typical ceiling heights and heat release 	rates. 



We can’t rely on a single action to keep people and 
assets safe
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The balanced approach to 
Fire Protection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A balanced approach to fire protection is achieved by utilizing three elements, also known as the fire protection triangle.  Detection, Suppression, and Containment.Detection devices consist of smoke detectors, heat detectors, and infrared flame detection devices.  Suppression consists mostly of sprinkler systems, dry chemical extinguishment systems as well as older halon and halon replacement materials that are still utilized today.Finally, the third element known as containment.  This is where fire-rated wall and floor barriers come into play.  As this course will discuss, anytime an opening of any size is created in a fire-rated or smoke-rated barrier, the integrity of the assembly if destroyed.  The opening must be properly firestopped to reestablish the original integrity of the assembly.  The biggest threat to damaging equipment and communications is smoke and the products of combustion.  With just a few small holes in a fire-rated assembly, smoke can migrate throughout a building in a matter of minutes.  It is essential that firestop installation is done correctly.  Firestop is a form of passive fire protection.  Detection and suppression systems are forms of active fire protection.When referring to sprinkler systems, over my many years in fire protection, I have been asked numerous times, can a fire overcome a sprinkler system?  The answer is yes.  What many people do not realize is that the vast majority of sprinkler systems are not designed to extinguish a fire, they are simply designed to help control it.  Sprinkler systems are designed based upon a calculated fire area.  If a fire rapidly spreads beyond the designed containment area due to improperly firestopped cable penetrations for example, additional sprinkler heads could be activated diluting the intended volume of water supply to the area of original fire occurrence.  In addition to working in conjunction with active systems, containment firestop systems will provide the critical line of defense if the active means of fire protection were to malfunction.  When in comes to mission critical facilities like data centers, there may be no water based suppression system, however, chemicals based suppression systems also rely on proper firestopping in order to help ensure proper room pressurization.Now to be clear, Hilti advocates a balanced approach to fire protection with multiple suppression and detection technology.  The key point is that code required fire-rated barriers play just as critical role in occupancies where suppression systems exist.Another question to consider, no matter what type of building occupancy, is the typical human reaction to fire alarms.  Most if not all of us have stayed in a hotel in our lifetime.  If we have been in a situation where a fire alarm sounds, at most we may simply open the hotel door, look for smoke in the hallway, and then go back to bed.For whatever reason, we are conditioned to assume that when an alarm in a commercial building goes off, it is a false alarm.While detection is important to make us aware that potentially there is something going on, there are so many false alarms that some times is not as effective as it possibly could be.



Fire walls Fire floors
The spread of fire can be 
restricted by dividing a building 
into separate compartments with 
fire-resistive walls and floors
increasing the availability of 
escape routes for occupants.

Compartmentation protects 
escape routes such as corridors or 
stairs.

The Elements of Compartmentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The concept of compartmentation is simply restricting fire and smoke to certain areas of a building.  Note that the picture in the left shows a fire rated corridor and fire rated walls separating individual rooms as required between apartments, condos or hotel roomsSeveral areas within a building structure can allow for fire and smoke spread.  These could be unsealed or open joints, unsealed cable penetrations, unsealed pipe or duct penetrations, and even doors or windows.  These are the critical applications that must be properly firestopped in order to limit fire and smoke risks to telecom switching equipment.  The illustrations shown depict concept of both fire-rated walls horizontal containment and then floor barriers for vertical containment with multistory buildings.  The number of fire-rated assemblies and hourly rating will be dependent upon the occupancy or building type.



What is Firestop?
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• Firestop systems (if installed correctly), 
help restore the integrity of a floor or wall 
as it is penetrated by an object or joint and 
resist the spread of smoke and fire.

• Firestop is part of the life safety plan in 
building structures.



Firestop required by codes and building regulations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To begin addressing any cable penetration application, we need to first explore the applicable code and testing requirements for firestopping.In summary, Firestopping is required by all major commercial codes such as the International Building and Fire Codes from the International Code Council as well as codes governed by NFPA not only in the US and Canada but in most countries around the world.



Firestop required by codes and building regulations
• Codes in most countries require firestop products 

to be tested, designed and installed per a testing 
standard.

• Firestop systems are tested acc. to international 
standards such as:

Europe: EN 1363
USA: ASTM E 814 / UL 1479

• A successful test yields an approval or firestop 
listing.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To begin addressing any cable penetration application, we need to first explore the applicable code and testing requirements for firestopping.Codes require firestopping to be designed and installed per a testing standard. IN the US & Canada, these are UL or ASTM based standards.  In other areas of the world such as Europe, other firestop testing standards exist.ASTM, UL and IS12458 are very similar standard.



UAE Fire & Life Safety Code 2018

• UAE LIFE AND SAFETY CODE OF PRACTICE 
Through-penetration firestop system ratings Shall be as  :
ASTM E 814, UL 1479, EN 1366-3, FM 4990

• Openings in fire rated assemblies where 
penetrants are passing through a fire-rated 
construction and where the integrity of the wall 
and/or floor needs to be maintained.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NO BS STANDARDS ACCEPTED AS PER UAE CODE



Official testing laboratories

Intertek (Omega 
Point) Listings Underwriters 

Laboratories Inc.
Warnock Hersey Factory Mutual Standards 

Laboratories

• All “Nationally recognized Test Laboratories” are of equal status in regulations 
(code acceptance)

• Each test lab publishes its own listing directory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where and how is firestop testing conducted?  There are a variety of national and international third party testing laboratories that are recognized by the codes as acceptable entities for manufacturers to conduct testing.



The field of application reflects the interplay 
between the firestop system, consisting of: 

1. a fire-rated wall or floor assembly, 

AND 

3. the materials designed to help prevent 
the spread of fire through the openings.

2. a penetrating item or items passing 
through an opening in the assembly, 

Official approved systems



What is the average hourly rating of any firestop 
product?
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Only Firestop Systems 
have ratings!

ZERO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we have reviewed code requirements as well as fire and air leakage testing procedures, let me pose a question…  What is the average hourly rating of a typical firestop product? (pause)Over the years I have asked this question countless times to architects, engineers, contractors, and inspectors.  The typical answer I get it usually 2 to 4 hour rating (advance slide).  However, realty is that the answer is zero.  No individual firestop products from any manufacturer carry a fire rating.  Only the entire firestop system is rated.



How do you address this application?
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Not all firestop applications are tested
What if the site condition deviates from tested design?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the construction process or particularly during remodel, it is likely that you may encounter situation that just simply was not installed as designed.  This picture is an example of such an occurrence.  This particular application does not fall within the parameters of any tested firestop system.  As you can see, a mass of cables has been added to this opening over time essentially filling it completely full.  The percent fill of this opening is well beyond the limits of any firestop system and much too large of opening to accommodate any firestop device technology that allows 100% fill.  Therefore, an engineering judgment request would be required.



In absence of tested system, engineering 
judgements should be used
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• Based upon interpolations of previously tested firestop 
systems (referenced on the form)

• Limited only to the specific conditions upon which it was 
rendered. 

• Site specific; Not transferrable
• If no related testing data available, the EJ is unlikely.

Typical Engineering Judgment Conditions:

• Annular space larger/smaller than tested
• Irregular hole shape
• Hole shape different than tested…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is an engineering judgement?  This is essential a specially evaluated design from a firestop manufacturer’s qualified personnel for uncommon, untested applications.  Examples include a square hole when only round-hole tested systems exists or a figure-8 shaped hole that was made when a contractor slightly missed the location of an initial opening made so decided to double drill a second to make it larger.  Also, though not relevant to cable management, curtain wall or edge of slab applications along the exterior of buildings very commonly require engineering judgments.  Keep in mind that engineering judgment are not only used for after the fact construction applications, but also can be incorporated into project design plans.  For whatever reason, an engineer or consultant could need to design a unique cable pathway run that may be tested.  You can consult with a firestop manufacturer in advance to determine if an engineering judgment can be created and then incorporate in the design phase.



Airflow mitigation 

Data Power Cooling Other

Data Cabling Electric Cabling Piping/Ducts
Fire, Gas Suppression

Emergency Lighting

Access & Security 
Control Cabling

Creates largest volume of openings through wall and floor assemblies
Present unique challenge due to continuous cable re-penetration

Highest risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From an application perspective, what are the key risk points of airflow to address in data centers?  Essentially any penetration through an assembly is a concern, such as pipes for cooling, plumbing, gas suppression or even power cables.  However, data cabling presents the greatest risk due to the sheer volume throughout the facility as well as the unique challenge of continuous re-penetration through the same openings.Mission Critical Facilities = A Datacenter term.  A facility that if it fails it jeopardizes a company’s daily operations



Non-conductive particulates pose a risk to efficient 
and reliable facility operations
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Contamination from construction activities such as cement and  drywall dust, or paper and cardboard 
fibers can cause problems such as optical interference or obstruct cooling airflow, resulting in:

– lower thermal efficiency and increased cooling costs
– overheating and resultant equipment failure 
– shortened electronic equipment life span
– server failures causing enterprise disruption

“Particulate contamination can increase a data center’s power 
demand by 2% or more1”

Source: „The Threat of Data Centre Contamination” on datacenterknowledge.com 

“The key to keeping airborne 
contaminants out of the data center is to 

avoid bringing them in1” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most DCs have sticky matts at entrance to server room to prevent people from carrying dust in on their shoes, limit human personnel in server hall to reduce the amount of skin flakes introduced to environment“The impact of contamination on sensitive electronic hardware is well recognized, but the most harmful contaminants are often overlooked because they are so small. Most particles smaller than 10 microns are not visible to the naked eye…yet, it is these particles that are most likely to migrate to areas where they can do damage.” www.adccp.org - DC Cleaning Professionals



ASHRAE recommends Data centers meet ISO clean 
room class 8 standard
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“Construction materials and processes have a huge impact on the quantity of 
contaminants that may be present in the environment.1” 

Source: „Best practices for data center cleaning” on searchdatacenter.techtarget.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Experts in DC design & operation promote awareness to cleanness and recommend ASHRAE compliance. As a consequence: regular professional cleaning is already a standard and there are many mitigation approaches available on the market to to keep particles away from DC environments, e.g. use of anti-contamination mats, overpressurization of the environments with sensitive equipment, the use HEPA-filters or extra external rooms to unpack and clean all hardware outside the data rooms. 



Cable repenetrations (MAC’s) increase risks to 
people and assets
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As BICSI designers you have an especially complex task when designing cabling. Cables change frequently and these leads to errors. Video until 46secIf firestop does not get correctly maintained, your people and equipment are exposed to higher risks 



Pre-engineered firestop solutions eliminate the 
risk of human error and ease maintenance
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• Traditional systems are 
also the most often 
incorrectly installed

• Inspection failures are 
common yet don’t catch 
all incorrect installations

• When repenetrating, there is 
lack of coordination resulting 
in wide-open penetrations

• Higher risks to fire protection 
–people and assets-

• Increase energy costs

• Cable pathway devices reduce risk

• Correct firestop, built in

• Easy to repenetrate, 
accommodates future cables 
cost-effective maintenance

New construction Renovation Solution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy efficiency: Industry leading airflow control reduces DC operating costsReliability (uptime): Pre-formed FS prevents installer error & protects servers from corrosive smoke – reducing costly downtime in event of fireSecurity: Eliminates need for FS maintenance personnel in data hall after commissioningScalability: Pre-installed FS capacity allows cabling to grow to meet D2 capacity needsCase study – Appletaart: Coated boards with combustible pipe materials without any intumescent material around it (will melt away during fire – and since board can’t react, will create major hole for fire to pass through)No sealant around edge between board and wallCoated boards used as steel protection (not allowed)STI EZ-Paths installed without intumescent paper around pathwaysCase study – PPK2:ParkWest flipped the spec away from Hilti, used primarily competitive batts (due to price). When asked whether they received EJs for all the sandwich panel penetrations, the installer responded with “no. A one-hour wall is a one-hour wall.” (see earlier slides re: sandwich panel)Case study – Mercury:Warrington UK now offers 3rd party inspection service. One of Mercury’s hospitals was inspected and failed inspection miserably. Major crisis trying to get project compliant on time.Even if the initial installation is done correctly, the batt must be removed during retrofits and is often never replaced – the person responsible for pulling cable usually isn’t responsible for Firestopping – a lack of communication results in wide-open holes in the perimeter firestopping, which not only creates a risk to the fire protection, but increases energy costs due to poor airflow management



Solutions should fit application and project needs
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SolutionPerformance Requirements

 Minimum Code compliance for firestop system 
rating Traditional Firestop System

(generates dust and greater 
potential to human error)

Pre-formed firestop system
(fiber-free for easy cable 

changes)

 Ensure life safety and property loss 
prevention

 Correct installation
 Re-penetrability (MAC work)
 Ease of inspection
 Prevent airborne disease transmission
 Prevent dust contamination
 Room pressurization
 Reduce cooling and heating costs

Traditional Firestop System
(generates dust and greater 

potential to human error)

Pre-formed firestop 
solutions

(fiber-free for easy cable 
changes)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most RCDD in US require cable pathway devicesSo, to summarize an owner’s complete pain points or concerns, design considerations, tested firestop listings with built-in airflow control technology is key.  This technology increases the likelihood of correct installation, can reduce labor costs, and allows ability for re-penetration of cables throughout the life cycle of a building without having to tear out cured product and reinstall new.Security: Eliminates need for FS maintenance personnel in data hall after commissioning



• Mandate cable pathway devices in Master 
specs

• Draw cable pathways devices on Datacom or 
Telecom details

Clearly convey your design intent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final piece of design consideration is the HOW.  How should a designer best incorporate their intent for specific firestopping systems and products that meet owner needs.First, the best way to ensure compliance by contractors from the bid to installation phases is by detailing pathways on datacom or telecom detail sheets.  Next, specifying specific systems and product solution in divisions 26 & 27 is recommended.  As design advances, some project teams have incorporated BIM.  This trend should continue to increase throughout the next few years.-Include firestop products in your specs and detail sheets of the project. With this you ensure that compliant firestop is installed. Contractors might not read specs but they will use the drawings of the project
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The firestop journey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary we would like to emphasis on :-Use of appropriate tested firestop assemblies as required by law / codesInstallation by trained/certified installersFire inspectionPeriodic audits & maintenance Proper documentation



3 things to remember

1. Fire & Smoke are devastating occurrence that happen more often than we think

2. Designers should consider maintenance and future cable capacity

3. Reach out to us for support!



Thank you
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Jessica Bello Salguero
Global Product Manager
Hilti AG

Jessica.bellosalguero@hilti.com
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